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ABSTRACT 

 "The right to personal liberty takes in not just an option to be liberated from limitations set on his 

developments yet additionally liberated from infringements on his private life. It is genuine our Constitution 

doesn't explicitly proclaim a privilege to security as a Fundamental Right, however, the said right is a 

fundamental element of personal liberty. The Right to Privacy is viewed as a basic and inborn right of each 

individual being. To assemble cultural connections, the self-rule of the individual is vital in light of the fact that 

it assists the person with creating connections through their personal free decisions. The extent of the "right to 

protection" was held to be implied justified to life and personal liberty ensured under Article 21. The "right to 

security" signified "an option to be not to mention. Albeit the "right to security" is a crucial right under Article 

21 of the Constitution it's anything but a flat outright and limitations can be forced on it for the anticipation of 

wrongdoing, jumble or the assurance of wellbeing or ethics or insurance of rights and opportunity of others. In 

the cutting edge innovative time, everybody utilizes the web to convey, to purchase merchandise and ventures, 

to peruse the web to follow any data, to send messages, net-banking, online installments, and so on. In this 

manner, the different web destinations introduce treats, which can label programs for extraordinary recognized 

numbers. Because of the previously mentioned reasons, the instructive protection of an individual is vital here." 
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INTRODUCTION 

 In the event that great life is the point of man, its interest and accomplishment involves the satisfaction 

of certain conditions. Among them, at absolute in front of the rest of the competition stands the pleasure in right 

to life and individual freedom. The above all else right of each human just as living being is the privilege to life. 

Any remaining rights and obligations absolutely rely upon this right. The privilege to life and individual freedom 

as ensured by Article 21 of the constitution of India has been acknowledged as the most valuables and 'generally 

appreciated' fundamental human right. The United Nations Charter (1945) likewise begins by reaffirming a 

"faith in fundamental human rights, in the respect and worth of the human being, in the equivalent rights of 

people and of countries enormous and little" (Meshram, A., Srivastava, N., 2015). The American show on 

Human Rights likewise ignores the self-assertively hardship of the existence of man. 

 After the establishment of the constitution, the zenith court of Indian, in its new legal part under the 

parliamentary popular government framework started with the understanding of Article 21 in Gopalan. In its 

lion's share judgment, the zenith court had given an exceptionally confined, moderate and strict translation to 

the words utilized in Article 21, i.e., 'life', 'personal liberty and 'technique set up by law. Legal executive, being 

an organ of the public authority was more prostate in characterizing a large portion of the rights since rights are 

constantly considered as a beware of the authority of the state (Sudarsanam, P., 2019). Be that as it may, it was 

uniquely in the post crisis period and because of developing impact of basic liberties at public and global level, 

the legal executive took a U abandon its past stand and henceforth the extent of rights expanded. In Maneka 

Gandhi, Bhagwati J. portrayed the term 'personal liberty' utilized in Article 21 as the 'largest amplitude' and 

hence covers an assortment of rights which go to establish the personal liberty of a man. 'Life' signifies 

something more than the creature presence (Glukhareva L.I., 2003). 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The Concept of Liberty and Its Limitation  

 The word 'liberty' is gotten from the term 'liber', which means accordingly 'free’ and regularly 

reciprocally utilized with opportunity. Nonetheless, in exacting sense, 'liberty' indicates the feeling of 

independence while 'opportunity' is intended for the interest of bigger number of recipients (Gupta V, Puri R, 

Gupta S, Jain S, Rao GK., 2010). The most punctual conceptualization of the possibility of liberty, however in 

restricted and smaller sense, is credited to the old Greeks, from where it spread and got homogenized to different 

pieces of the world. With the progression of time and nonstop commitments of different thinkers, moralists and 

political researchers, the skyline of the term—'liberty' have been growing multi-overlay and the excursion what 
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began from simple a cleavage between a slave and a resident, scaled to be perceived as sine qua non for 

individuals, by excellence of being regular levelheaded creatures. 

 Current origination of 'liberty,' as a right, is included two measurements for example negative 

furthermore, positive. The previous examines such demonstrations, done as per one's own will what's more, 

volition, the effect of which doesn't struggle with other's advantage, and thus taboo of obstruction from others. 

The last proposes an obligation to make certain move by an individual or gathering for the interest or advantage 

of other individual or gathering. Consequently, liberty requests both activities just as limitations with respect to 

an individual or gathering, in fluctuating circumstance (Glukhareva L.I., 2003). At the end of the day, liberty is 

an activity, the effect of which is limited to the practitioner, wherein the obstruction of others, in such activity, 

is illegal, and it is a restriction, when the activity of practitioner antagonistically influences others, ordering 

impedance from the compelled by a sense of honor gathering or person. Accordingly, to ensure the cultural 

interest, practicing limitation, by the compelled by a solemn obligation office or state, on the practitioner, will 

be liberty of the general public. Since "liberty without limitation would mean liberty won by one however lost 

by others." 

To guarantee liberty and nobility of the people groups of civic establishments, in the sacred period, 

practically all the develop country guaranteed, in their particular protected engravings, the assurance of liberty 

of individuals. India, a subject of disruption because of a long history of self-assertive guideline and 

colonization, over-enviously recorded the most loved rights, since the times of Independence development, of 

fairness, liberty and poise revered in Part III of the Constitution, pronounced it to be crucial rights for "we, 

individuals" (Sharma, D.K., 2019). The quintessential attribute of liberty was likewise embraced by the 

Supreme Court of India, when it communicated that "Liberty is the help of each person. An existence without 

liberty is 'enduring' yet not 'living.' Thus, 'liberty' is considered as quite possibly the most valuable and esteemed 

assets of a person." 

However, There are certain limitations or restrictions, on the activity of individual liberty, by the State 

or other such human office, that are important components, in light of a legitimate concern for liberty of an all-

around requested society or cultural interest. The Supreme Court of India has likewise held that limitless and 

unfit liberty can't be supposed to be supportive of cultural interest (Nungsyiati, nurzaman, tri susilowati, 

arifdianwahyudi, 2019). No State can give total liberty to its residents. Cultural interest is similarly vital that 

can't be overlooked. Since 'individual liberty' can be checked uniquely on account of 'cultural interest,' it is 

appropriate to enquire the idea of the expression 'cultural interest,' the lone exemption for control 'liberty.' Let 

us illuminate cultural interest. 
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Significance of Right to Life and Personal Liberty 

The first and the chief right of each individual is the privilege to life. Right to life is viewed as the most 

simple and fundamental key right. Any remaining rights absolutely rely upon this privilege on the grounds that 

without life there can be no other right. Our constitution composers have noticeably positioned personal liberty 

with right to life under Article 21. Opportunities have been counted in Article 19. The obvious differentiation 

between Articles 19 and 21 is that Article 19 gives thorough rundown of six opportunities, while Article 21 

doesn't give however leaves to conceivable vastest sufficiency of rights (Sudarsanam, P., 2019). Accordingly, 

Supreme Court has given conceivable most stretched out translation to this little article than some other articles 

of the entire constitution. 

In a majority rule country poise of an individual stands extremely high since they comprise the 

'electorates' whose delegates structure the public authority. Subsequently, guaranteeing of pride of people 

through the privilege of uniformity and opportunity is the preeminent obligation of any conservative state 

(Glukhareva L.I., 2003). High Court through the interaction of translation gave potentially the amplest degree 

to Article 21 for assurance of life and liberty, all things considered, free just as captured and confined. 

Article 21 is the big name arrangement of the Indian Constitution and possesses an extraordinary spot 

as a central appropriate for individuals of India. It ensures the life and individual liberty. It imagines and points 

that no individual will be denied of his life or individual liberty but to a method set up by law (Sudarsanam, P., 

2019). In spite of the fact that the diction of this article begins with negative word, yet the word 'no' has been 

utilized comparable to the word denied. The object of the central rights under Article 21 of the Indian 

Constitution and Article 32 of the Constitution of Bangladesh is to forestall infringement upon individual liberty 

and hardship of life besides as indicated by the technique set up by law. It unmistakably implies that this basic 

right has been given against state just as against the person. 

From the arrangement of words utilized in Article 21 'Life' and 'Individual Liberty'; plainly 'Life' is the 

primary right on which subsequent right of 'individual liberty' depends. Individual liberty as well as different 

rights, obligations and capacities, and so on relies on presence of life in light of the fact that inanimate have no 

rights, obligation and capacity, and so on Liberty is fundamental for the turn of events and pride of a person. 

Law is a plan of social command over the liberty of the person. Outright opportunity would bring about 

confusion, political agitation and downpour; though the total control of the state over the liberty would result in 

tyrarmy. There should be finding some kind of harmony between singular liberty and state power over it. 
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At International surface as well, right to life is seen to be the most essential of the central basic freedoms 

controlled by people. Menghistu, a Japanese researcher characterizes the privilege to life as 'the most essential, 

the most basic, the earliest stage and preeminent right, without which the security of any remaining rights gets 

good for nothing. This view of right to life is additionally found among associations engaged with the field of 

the worldwide law of basic liberties. The Human Rights Committee of the United Nations depicted the privilege 

to life, given in the Article 06 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights as 'the preeminent 

right'. It was kept up by the Secretary General of the United Nations at the 10 meeting of the General Assembly 

that the privilege to life was 'the most essential, all things considered'. The Committee on Human Rights in a 

1983 goal saw that the privilege to life was 'a vital and unavoidable right of each individual' and ought to be 

defended to guarantee the satisfaction in financial, social, social, common and political rights. 

Subsequent to going through the previously mentioned realities, one can without much of a stretch say 

that Right to Life is the most valuable, generally simple, essential and natural right of each man. All rights, 

obligations and capacities rely on the presence of life, on the grounds that without having right to life an 

individual can't create to his fullest type. Presently it is the duty of the state to give a significant right to life to 

each one. 

Nationwide Lockdown: impacting the personal liberty rights. 

In the light of contemporary lockdown situation, the fundamental rights of residents have been involved. In 

spite of a few smart activities taken by the state governments, the implementation of the equivalent has been a 

conflict. Below are the various rights under the article 21 of the Indian Constitution which has got impacted due 

to lockdown. 

Right to Life 

Considering the circumstance of Covid-19, the Ministry of Home Affairs gave bearings to the state 

governments and specialists to guarantee that every one of the businesses make installment of wages to their 

laborers on the due date and the said compensation will by no means be reasoned. Further, the wages should be 

made for the time frame the foundation/industry/shops are under conclusion during the lockdown. It is relevant 

to specify that the Hon'ble Supreme Court in Peoples Union for Democratic Rights v. Association of India³ held 

that non-installment of least wages to the specialists is a forswearing of their entitlement to live with essential 

human respect and infringement of Article 21 of the Constitution. 

Right to Health 

As referenced before that the implementation of activities is a battle on the grounds that specific 

establishments in the casual area are penetrating the headings given by the public authority. From deducting 

wages to excusing a level of workers to additionally deferring installment of wages, a couple of areas in the 

economy are rehearsing this infringement. In the current conditions, the health and government assistance of 
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our country is in question which delivers the Fundamental Right of 'Right to Health' at the center of attention. 

The ones contaminated by Covid-19 just as the ones chipping away at the clinical front are altogether similarly 

qualified under the right for health and clinical consideration. Notwithstanding, the public authority experiences 

insufficiencies of the clinical mechanical assembly needed to contain a pandemic like this. From the lack of 

testing packs important to inspect the patients with Covid-19 to the inaccessibility of sufficient Personal 

Protective Equipment fundamental for the prosperity of the healthcare laborers, the state can't accommodate 

both (Sharma, D.K., 2019). 

A few reports rolling in from nations affected by Covid-19 demonstrate that the shortfall of Individual 

Protective Equipment has caused the spread of contamination among the medical services laborers. A similar 

circumstance can emerge in our nation prompting the spread of disease among the clinical professionals.  

It is critical to bring into thought the milestone judgment of Consumer Education and Research Center 

(CERC) and others v. Association of India and others (4) wherein the Hon'ble High Court held that "the 

convincing need to work in an industry presented to wellbeing dangers because of poverty to bread-winning for 

himself and his wards ought not be at the expense of wellbeing and life of the laborer". Consequently, presenting 

Personal Protective Equipment and other vital security supplies to the medical services area is the commitment 

of the state governments, overlooking which will be a grave repudiation of the Fundamental Rights of the 

medical care laborers. 

Right to Education and Right to Food 

The State Government is under a commitment to make attempt to give educational offices at all levels 

and under all conditions. In any case, thinking about the pandemic circumstance, the state governments have 

suspended the educational foundations.  

It is notable that a huge lump of the Indian populace can't pay for the essential innovation which is right 

now being used to accommodate the lost school hours. It goes inferred that this hardship is denying our country's 

childhood from accomplishing their legitimate education (Gupta V, Puri R, Gupta S, Jain S, Rao GK., 2010). 

Further, the late morning dinner program goes about as a knight in sparkling protection for the public authority 

schools, yet shockingly it has taken a rearward sitting arrangement because of Covid-19. From giving 

fundamental sustenance to taking care of to the expense of a youngster's dinner, the early afternoon supper 

activity merits an option in the current situation. 

Reflecting upon the component of 'Right to Food', the state governments have on numerous occasions 

guaranteed steady accessibility of food stock to apportion shops. In any case, these actions have turned 

unreasonable in the present-day circumstance as reports show that in different states numerous needy 

individuals’ battle to get food and the traveler inhabitants who don't have a BPL card are viewed as inadmissible 

to profit food grains from proportion shops. 
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Right to Privacy 

To contain the spread of Covid-19, there has been a few examples wherein the state governments have 

delivered the individual information of individuals who have been isolated. This information relates to the 

names, identification numbers, private locations and telephone numbers. Each resident has the rightful authority 

over their own information (Sharma, D.K., 2019). For the assurance of 'Right to Privacy', such information 

ought not be delivered without the assent of its legal holder.  

Further, the dispatch of Aarogya Setu App is a critical improvement by the public authority in these 

difficult occasions. The application gets information from the client about their wellbeing and further uses it to 

track their development and wellbeing. The information acquired by the application in this manner helps the 

local area in being watchful and educated about their environmental factors subsequently cautioning its client 

in the event that they have interacted with a Covid-19 positive patient.    

RESEACH METHODOLOGY 

In this research study, various empirical and conceptual research papers were reviewed completely 

utilizing Systematic Literature Review (SLR) technique as the strategy is all the more obvious in interaction of 

determination of articles (Torchia, Calabro, and Morner, 2015). All the articles related to the topics of ‘Personal 

Liberty’, right to life, right to privacy, right to health, etc. have been gathered by using Google Scholar 

information bases. The literature reviews can likewise be surely known as an interaction of substance 

examination accessible in the literature. The subjective and quantitative measures are consolidated to analyze 

the unmistakable highlights of the idea under review (Brewerton P, Millward L., 2001). The review papers are 

significant for analysts, academicians, and specialists also, since they get a complete and refreshed perspective 

on the field of information. The essential and most critical angle for these review papers is that it ought to 

contribute some value to a particular information region (Wee, B. V., and Banster, D., 2016). In this exploration 

paper, Systematic Literature Review (SLR) strategy is utilized for this paper as a review technique. SLR 

technique has been utilized and checked by numerous individuals of the analysts. This strategy gives simplicity 

in distinguishing and understanding the center hypothetical part of the important examination field (Meredith, 

J., 1993). This examination paper depends on reviewing various exploration papers utilizing the SLR technique. 

The justification considering this technique is that this strategy is more explicit worried to the determination of 

exploration papers (Torchia, Calabro and Morner, 2015). 
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DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 

Humanity has without a doubt accomplished critical triumphs in guaranteeing human rights and 

opportunities in late hundreds of years (Gupta V, Puri R, Gupta S, Jain S, Rao GK., 2010). We should not 

dismiss the way that the United Nations has become a legitimate worldwide association, the significance of its 

lawful demonstrations, the status and need of the development of public general sets of laws (Meshram, A., 

Srivastava, N., 2015). It is these worldwide authoritative archives, shows and arrangements that are the primary 

impediments to the change of inhumane undemocratic wonders into worldwide reality. Despite the thing is said 

about the UN, today there could be no other worldwide association or global force fit for taking care of 

worldwide issues. It is on account of the endeavors of this association that human rights have become a 

worldwide idea, and hierarchical, lawful and worldwide instruments have been made to change these rights into 

reality on a worldwide scale. 

For building up towards conclusion, as various advances were made in the field of Right to Life, the 

Hon'ble High Court has fundamentally augmented the extent of this privilege by remembering for its ambit all 

which is crucial for carry on with an existence with human nobility which incorporates cover, job, wellbeing, 

training, security, solid climate and numerous different rights. The impact of Covid-19 has pointed out the 

flexibility of the current crucial rights in this manner delivering the predominant escape clauses of the 

framework into light. This pandemic has gone about as an amplifying glass, convincing the public authority to 

peruse in the middle the lines of the Constitution (Sharma, D.K., 2019). There is a wide hole between the truth 

and the current laws as the state governments experience the ill effects of an execution disappointment. 
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